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TOWARD A WORKING HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

Moderator: WALTER S. RUGLAND

Speaker: IAN M. ROLLAND

Mr. Rolland will discuss the nation's care system and the changes the industry must
face to ensure its long-term financial strength.

MR. WALTER S. RUGLAND: Around the time we were planning this session, the
Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA) announced the adoption of a policy
statement by its board of directors. The board unanimously favored requiring certain
basic health benefits for all Americans and establishing uniform rates that public and
private insurers would pay for doctor and hospital services. It also called for a ceiling
on tax breaks for employer-provided health insurance.

I invited lan Rolland, as chairman of the board of the HIAA, to speak to us about the
nation's health care system and the changes the insurance industry must face to
ensure its long-term financial strength, lan is a Past President of the Society. He has
had a distinguished career as a leader in the actuarial profession and in the life and
health insurance business. He serves on several civic boards and has been active in
numerous professionaland businessassociations. He received a masters degree in
actuarialscience from the University of Michigan. He also received honorarydoctor-
ate degrees from Manchester Collegein 1985 and Purdue University in 1987. lan is
currently the chairman of the boardand chief execulJveofficer of the LincolnNational
Corporation. And allof this from someone who never left Fort Wayne, Indiana!

MR. IAN M. ROLLAND: We're inthe midst of one of the great nationaldebates of
our time. How we pay for and deliverhealth care will affect every singleAmerican.
The outcome of this great debate will be pivotal to our nation'seconomy. It has the
capacity to raise or lower the expectationsof our citizensfor a full and productive life.
And the outcome will carry a message about the private sector's future role in
providingfinancialsecurity to the peopleof ourcountry. All partiesinvolvedin the
debate - providers, th/rd-partypayers, politicians,employers, and the public-
recognizethe need for change, and this is a significantdevelopment. All parties say
they are willing to seriouslyseek ways to make health care availableto 37 million
uninsuredAmericans and to controlhealth care costs. I'd say the fact that there are
37 millionAmericans uninsuredtoday reallyshouldbother all of us and clearlyis an
issue that must be addressed. This is not going to be an easy process,of course.
What the nation is lookingfor is comprehensive,systematic change. What the
country is trying to move toward is a working health care system.

This was the objective of the HIAA when it began developing its visionstatement
about a year ago. The HIAA soughtto fashion a comprehensiveplan, a plan that
produced sustainablehealth care cost savings,a plan in which the competitive, •
pluralistic,flexiblefinancing and deliverysystem could flourish,and a plan that offered
universalcradle-to-graveportable coverage to address the problemsof the uninsured.
Neither piecemeal change nor the previouslydeveloped HIAA small-groupinsurance
reform proposalalonecould cover allAmericans at an affordablecost. The HIAA had
ample evidence for the need for comprehens_e reform. For example, there's been a
doubling of health care spending as a percentage of GNP over the past 25 years.
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Three quarters of the uninsured are in the workplace or are in a family where one
member is employed. There are believablepredictions that, if unchecked, health care
spending will amount to 20% of GNP by the turn of the century.

There is an urgency to address the issue. The timetable for change was clearly set
by the voters in the 1992 election. Health care reform was a major issue in many
successful congressional campaigns. President Clinton deserves a good deal of credit
for outlining a proposal during his campaign and providing a focus for this complex
issue. After all, health care reform has defied resolution during the previous six
administrations. Some of the approaches have been global, like President Johnson's
launching of Medicare. Some have been decentralized programs, aimed at regulating
provider behavior, like the health systems agencies of the 1970s. In the past decade,
federal policymakers have exerted more influence through peer-review group guide-
lines and the Medicare prospective payment system; neither behavior nor budgetary
controls have slowed health care inflation. What is different now is the unrestrained

consumption of expensive technologies, the growth in the uninsured population, and
the level of public awareness. The American people not only want change, they say
they are willing to make sacrifices to achieve it.

For example, a nationwide Wall Street Journal and NBC poll in March 1993 found
that 66% were willing to pay higher taxes so that everyone could get health insur-
ance, 52% were willing to accept limits on the right to change their own doctors, and
46% were willing to even accept higher insurance deductibles and copayments. Now
this support for reform does not mean that the American people understand all the
issues or even all the terminology; and it doesn't mean the public won't oppose some
forms of a new proposal. A recent HIAA survey showed a high level of confusion
about the terms used in the national debate and about the components of reform.
The respondents were suspicious and worried about government control, and they
also said they didn't like the sound of purchasing pools or community rating.

These positionsare natural and ought to be expected. After all, this is a society
where individualsenjoy the finest medical care in the wodd and participate little in its
cost. We are accustomed to immediate and unquestionedaccess to medical care.
And remember, our oldercitizenshave seen a lifetime of medicalmiraclesthat have
extended life expectancy. We have to recognizethat peopleborn before the advent
of penicillin,and peopleborn in a time when tuberculosisand influenzawere dread
diseaseswill not easilyadopt reducedexpectationsfor medicalcare today. And
others who grew up during an age of technology may questionany limits on its use.
Still Americans remain convincedthat the system is not working properly. A poll in
June 1992 showed that although 70% of those surveyed herewere satisfied with
the quality of their own care, only 36% were satisfied with the quality of the nation's
system of health care.

This then is the environmentinto which the HIAA brought its plan. It receiveda good
deal of publicattention for its callfor universalcradle-to-gravecoverage. Its essence
requirescompromise on the part of every playerin the health care industry. For
example, insurershave to cover all citizens, eliminatingall preexisting-condition
exclusions. Govemment, in general, must change its behavior. It cannot be allowed
to continuepaying providersless than the true cost of treatment for Medicare and
Medicaid patients. The federal government must be an enablerof change. It has to
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establish the rules of the marketplace and develop tax policies for employers providing
benefits and employees receiving benefits, tt must set in motion the process of
defining an essential package of health care benef_s, and It must cover all of the
poor. Employers must offer and participate in the cost of an essential package of
health care benefits. Ours is, in part, a workplace-based financing system, and it's
been effective in covering the vast majority of working Americans and their depen-
dents. Providers must change the way they practice medicine by becoming more
cost effective through the use of managed care. Hospitals and physicians have a
huge responsibility: they have to develop ways to deliver quality care while keeping
costs down. And the public must accept greater financial responsibility for its own
health care while also exercising better habits for good health. The public has to be
an intelligent purchaser of health care.

There is a need for change on the part of all the players in the broadest terms.
Finding a consensus on the concept of these changes may be much easier than
working out the details. As one observer recently noted, it may be relatively easy to
find the general strategies we can live with; the devil will be in the details. I want to
get into some of these devilish details. And one of the most important is defining the
essential package of benefits that will be covered.

As the HIAA envisions it, the essential package of benefits would include primary,
preventative, and catastrophic coverage. This package would be formulated by a
government-authorized independent body of providers, payers, employers, and
consumers. The design of this package is paramount. It must be flexible enough to
encourage cost-conscious behavior, but it must have inherent limits to prevent
continuous expansion of health care needs. At some point, consumers must realize
that our ever-growing need for health care eventually will outstrip society's resources
to pay for it. Recently, there's been considerable talk about including mental health
benet'rtsin the essential package on the same basisas benefits for physical illness. A
caution is required. Some level of mental-illness coverage is important, but the
benef_s must be designed carefully to prevent abuse and to ensure they cover only
those in the need of care; otherwise the costs will be prohibitive. There hasn't been a
great deal of research on total mental-health expenses and outcomes. The American
Psychological Association, however, reported recently that $55 billion of the $74
billion the nation spends on mental health goes to impatient treatment. And some
studies of adolescent medical illness say that up to 50% could be treated as effec-
tively in much less expensive outpatient settings. Perhaps the care could be delivered
more appropriately in other settings. These are the kinds of questions that ought to
be examined before mental health care is added to the basic benefit package.

Another idea advanced to the Clinton team is to include the medical component from
workers' compensation in the basic benefits package. Now this is a laudable bill and
could probably save some money, but there is a lack of uniformity of workers'
compensation laws among the states. California, for instance, covers stress-related
illness if it can be proved that 10% of a worker's disability is attributable to the job.
There are many such distinctive definitions of occupational health among the various
states. It's unclear how these differences can be incorporated in a national plan.

Another troublesome area in the debate will be the many proposals for cost contain-
ment. You've heard of one of these proposals, which would place caps on health
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insurance premiums. The argument is that capping premiums is the easiest way to
control many of the health care productsand services. This proposal presumesprice
controls. So, instead of having to devise price regulations for thousands of products
and services, capping premiums would ostensibly provide a blanket under which
providers and patients would have to negotiate. That's the theory, but not so.
Premium caps won't do anything to affect rising provider charges, increasingsophisti-
cation of services, or continuing medical progress. They will do nothing to address
the underlying causes of the cost of health care. They can, however, jeopardize the
financial health of insurers and drive some carders from the business. In addition,
premium caps would not cover the large segment of third-party payors; that is, self-
insured employers. Depending on how self-funding is defined, an estimated 40-60%
of all group coverage involves some measure of self-funding.

Now let me add one last point about premium caps. It would be detrimental to the
future development of managed-care plans. Managed-care networks require a signifi-
cant up-front investment for provider contracts, utilization staff, and data systems.
Caps on health insurance premiums would deny insurers a reasonable return on
investment. This would mean less investment capability for building newer managad-
care networks.

Now managed care has its proponents and its critics; it's been an evolving concept.
It began with utilizationreview, and moved to a discounted fee-for-service approach
and various forms of HMOs. Managed care needssubstantive data on protocolsand
outcomes to move into the next stage and organizecars in efficient,user-friendly
ways. Managed care is the one optionthat encouragescost effectiveness and quality
care, and it has the potentialto be the primaryvehiclefor achievingsystem-wide cost
savings. It has even greater promiseif it is allowed to developto its next generation.

Now with government's enormousbuyingpower and its abilityto influenceprovider
cost, there is great potential in the concept of requiring Medicaid and Medicare
beneficiariesto participatein managed-care systems. Today government programs
cover 42% of the nation's health care cost, but only 6% of the Medicare beneficiaries
are HMO or PPO members. Insuredarbitrarycontrolson health care premiums are
not the answer; usingexpanded managed-careplanscould very well be.

Now beyond cost containmentliesthe problemof expectations. I think President
Ford earlieraddressedthe issueof expectations. That is the case, regardlessof
whatever reform plan is proposed. Some peopleare lookingfor immediate, dramatic
impact from health care reform. Now, in reality, changewill happen more gradually.
But given the prominenceof the publicdebate over health care reform, the expecta-
tion for significantchangeis still there.

Community rating is an example of this expectation, in part because people don't
understand it. Today, in its simplest form, community rating means every insurance
company must chargethe same rate to all its small-businesscustomers, regardlessof
economic area, age, gender, or health profileof their employees. The myth here is
that community ratingwill make coveragemore affordableand reduce the numberof
uninsuredpersons. The reality is, if you don't require everybody to participatein the
insurancesystem st all times, community ratingwill decreasethe number of insurads
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as coverage becomes lessaffordable for most currently insuredemployers and
employees. All of you actuariesknow this fact.

This fact was supported duringthe "Conversationson Health Care" programin which
I participated last month in Washington. A smallbusinessowner recountedhis
experiencesin dealingwith the newly enacted New York State law mandating a
community rating system. Rather than an environmentwhere its coveragewas more
affordable,he faced a significantincreasein his premium under the new system. This
illustratesone of the pitfallsin the current debate. There is insufficientpublicunder-
standingof the terminology. Community ratingsoundsgood, and it can be, but only
if everybody has to play.

Purchasingpoolsis anotherproposal that soundsattractive, but it, too, has its dark
side. Purchasingpools can be sat up in a variety of ways to benefit smallemployers.
But some reform advocatesare pressingfor health insurancepurchasingcooperatives
(HIPCs),which would have exclusivejurisdictionin a defined geographicarea. All
employerswith fewer than a specified number of workers, as many as 1,000, would
be requiredto arrange health benefitsonly through an HIPC. Mandatory HIPCs are
not the answer. We at the HIAA believe in a pluralisticand competitive marketplace.
One alternative is voluntary HIPCs, andthere shouldbe a level playingfield. If HIPCs
are a better approach,they will naturallygain market share. The market, not the
government, shoulddeterminethe most efficient way to insureall Americans.

Guaranteedavailabilityof coverageand portability of coveragefor small businesses
and their employees can be achieved and are being achieved in many states today
throughvoluntary market reforms. These reformsassure fair poolingof risk by
limiting premium variation and establishinga reinsurancepool to spreadthe cost of
high-riskcases over the entire small-employermarket. Why go to an untested
mandatory system when there are already answers in place? Now one element
constant throughout the health care reform to date is the need for information. What
works? What doesn't? It's essentialto our HIAA proposal.

Recentlya news magazine used a quote from USC medical professorWilliam
Schwartz to summarizeIts view. ProfessorSchwartz saidthe medical care crisisof

today is a crisisof medicalsuccess. That's true in one sense, but maybe not in
another. We're learningwhat technologieswork, but we're not sure which are cost
effective. To reformthe health care system propedy, we need better tools, tools to
develop standards for the usa of medical technology. We need to eliminate duplica-
tion of high-cost technologiesin our communities. We need standards of medical
practice basedon the assessmentof treatment outcome. In short, we need to know
how health care dollarscan be spent more effectively.

This then is an overview of the HIAA plan. Its guidingprinciplescall for (1) universal
coverage, with all employersand individualspayingfor an essentialpackage of
benefits that provides primary, preventative, and catastrophic care; (2) cradle-to-grave
coverage, with insurersand other private payors guaranteeingthe issue and the
renewabilityof coveragefor all; (3) government subsidiesfor those employersand
individualswho cannot afford to purchasethe essentialpackage of benefits; (4) a
change in government policyso that it pays for the full cost of health care for
Medicare and Medicaid recipients;(5) cost containmentthrough the usa of managed
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care as the primary vehicle for system-wide savings; (6) reform of our pluralistic
delivery and financing systems so that all players, public and private, compete under
the same rules; (7) tax preferences that are limited to the essential package of care so
the public is motivated to find the best value in health care; (8) a government that
sets the rules, legislates malpractice reforms, and sanctions self-regulatory bodies that
define the essential package of benefits and evaluate technologies.

Some industry observers have maintained that the HIAA plan goes too far; others say
not far enough. One thing is clear: it does not lack for boldness or breadth. There is
greater industry consensus on a reform proposal. The HIAA has discussed its
proposal with the representatives of the Clinton health care task force numerous
times, and we have found reasonable, thoughtful people who are willing to listen to
our ideas. Clearly the administration has a monumental task ahead of it.

The debate and ul'dmate enactment of reform will likelyextend into next year.
President Ford earlier said that because health care is so complex, a universal cover-
age will cost so much money. How much is health care reform likely to cost?
Estimates range from $30-90 billion a year. The task force reportedly told the
President that it would cost $280 billion over five years, but this all depends on what
is in the essential package and whether universal coverage is phased in over a period
of time. Now to finance this reform, a large, broad-based tax could be necessary.
There are some savings that can be realized out of the current system; some waste
dollars can be squeezed out. A so-calledsin tax on alcoholic beverages and tobacco
products can raise some money. A taxation of benefits beyond the essential benefit
package would also produce revenues. But it is still going to come down to the
taxpayer, who, as I said earlier, is willing to pay more if the reforms are understand-
able and equitable, and if sacrifices are universally shared.

In closing, let me emphasize there is a mammoth educational program in front of us.
The insurance industry has to build support for what it knows is right for the Ameri-
can system. We know everyone must have access to at least the basic level of
health care. We know all sectors - private, public, individuals - must compromise
and take on a new role. We know that quick fixes, while politically expedient, must
be avoided in favor of lasting, economically responsible change. And we know the
federal government must be the facilitator, the agent of change that creates the
environment in which reform can succeed. The key for us as an industry is to be a
respected participant in the national debate. Only by being an active player in the
discussion can the health insurance industry help shape policy that includes meaning-
ful and sustained health care cost savings, finance reform and universal coverage.
Only by being an active player in the discussion can the health insurance industry help
forge a consensus that leads to a competitive and pluralistic system to solve our
problems. We must avoid an inefficient monolithic system at any price. And only by
being an active partner in the discussion can we use our actuarial skills to help identify
the cost and the financing applications of the various reform proposals that are being
presented.

I said at the outset that the outcome of this national debate will carry a message
about the private sector's future role in providing financial security to the people of our
country. Now that's not an exaggeration. Health care is an important element in
guaranteeing the financial security of the people of our country. We find ourselves in
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a situation where costs are out of control. Millions of Americans are without cover-

age, and millions more are fearful that they might lose their jobs and, therefore, their
insurance coverage, as well. This is a recipe for dramatic and possibly disastrous
change.

There is also a message here for other forms of financial security beyond health
insurance. Whether those products provide retirement security or automobile liability
coverage, if these forms of security are important to people, and they can't get
access to them or they can't afford them, the pressure will build for a dramatic
change. We have to examine how our industry is operating in these areas, or a
private-sector involvement may really be in peril. As to health care, I think we're in
for a marathon run on this issue. It's going to take a long time for the reforms to be
developed, put in place, tested, and refined. I don't think we can really envision what
the American health system will look like in the year 2000, although I'm confident the
HIAA plan is the closest plan to it so far.

Nell Armstrong once said that science predicts too much for the next year but, so far,
too little for the next ten years. The former astronaut's observation is probably right
in this context, too. There are many challenging days ahead as we move toward a
system of health and wellness and away from a system of sickness and costly repair.

FROM THE FLOOR: If Clinton's regime is threatening to curb lobbyists, do you see
that as a threat to the effectiveness of the HIAA, or do you see a way that we can
work around it? Or do you see the HIAA as perhaps contributing more to the
technical aspects than to the political expediency?

MR. ROLl_AND: Well, I'm not sure that the Clinton administration is looking to curb
lobbyists. I really don't believe that in a Democratic society, they're going to be able
to curb the expression of legitimate opinion on important public issues. So I can't
imagine an environment in which the industry, individual companies, and the HIAA
won't have an opportunity to express their views to the administration and to the
members of Congress as this thing is debated. Even though that hasn't been the
case so far, ultimatelythe experts in delivery of health care are goingto have to have
their say. It will be regrettableif the Congress,in dealingwith this, doesn't listen to
the industTy,which has much expertise. So I see our role as going well beyondjust
providingexpertise, which I think we can do. I think that's clearlya rolethat the
actuarial professioncan do in providingtechnical expertise to whoever is dealingwith
this issue, and I'm gratifiedto see the American Academy of Actuaries already
involved in that process. But I think we have to go beyondthat and advocate as well
for what we think is right and what we think ought to be inthe system.

I am very fearful that the administrationwill come down on the sideof a monolithic,
regulated system. I think it probablywill come down on the sideof exclusiveHIPCs,
things of that sort, or maybe even price controlson insurancepremiums. And I think
in that environment, we've just got to advocate very strongly our positionthat these
kinds of things won't work.

FROM THE FLOOR: I appreciate your confidencethat we will be heard.
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MR. ROLl_AND: As I said in my talk, the health care task force has listened to us.
Bill Gradison is the new president of the HIAA, and I'd say we're very fortunate to
have him on our side. He was the ranking Republican on the health subcommittee of
the House Ways and Means Committee. He understands the issues, he knows the
important players in this field, and he has been in touch with the task force. And
whether we'll influence and get what we want in their final recommendations, I don't
know, but at least they've been listening to us so far.

FROM THE FLOOR: If one of the rolesof insuranceis to encourage risk-freebehav-
ior, how do you think that fits in with HIAA proposals.

MR. ROLLAND: If I understandyour question,I assumeyou're talking about promot-
ing the idea of healthy lifestylesamong the public. That is inthe HIAA proposal. Our
belief is that one of the responsibilitiesof the generalpublic,and it appliesto every
one of us, is to engagein healthier lifestyles. And it's certainlymy view that one of
the greatest devicesfor cost containment is to not get sick in the first place. And so,
if we can quit smoking, and if we can quit doing things in excess and try and get
some exercise, and all of us ought to be doing this, we'll play a role in making this
happen. As I say, not only do we have to purchase health care more sensibly and
responsibly when we need it, but we also must pay attention to our health so we
don't have to show up at doctors' offices and hospitals very often.

FROM THE FLOOR: You indicated our opposition to caps on premiums. Would you
support caps on retention, that portion of the premium used for expenses, profit, and
contingencies?

MR. ROLLAND: The view at the HIAA right now is that that would be inappropriate
as well, and that the comparative marketplace deals with those 1_ings. I think those
of you who are actuaries in the health insurance business know that the driving force
behind costs is not excessive insurance company profits. And so I really think, and I
believe the HIAA supports this, that the competitive marketplace will sort out those
companies and drive profits to reasonable levels. But we have to get decent ratums
on our money in this business, or people simply aren't going to put it there. We have
other options for capital. And, if you can't earn it in health insurance, you can get it
somewhere else, hopefully. So I think we would not favor that.

FROM THE FLOOR: l am somewhat puzzled by the cost estimates. We are trying to
control overall health care costs and I wonder what the source is for the $30-90

billiona year in health care reform costs. Are providers,doctorsand hospitals
supposedto get 10% more money per year or are there going to be 10% more
doctors and hospitals? It takes time to become a doctoror to build a hospital.

MR. ROLLAND: The issueis lesscost. As I say, the range of potential cost is pretty
wide. The number I've seen bangingaroundmost from the pressrecently is closer to
$90 billionthan it is to $30 billion. But one of the issuesis that you have 37 million
people right now who do not have health insurancecoverage. About two thirdsof
those work for smallemployersor have somebody in their family who does, and
about one third ought to be covered by governmentplans. So getting those 37
millionpeople covered is goingto have a cost to it. Another cost that will apply to
government relatesto the cost-shift issue. If you move government into an
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environmentwhere it is paying the fullcoats to Medicare and Medicaidbeneficiaries,it
is going to have to face up to its full share of the coat, and that's going to be an
additionalburdenon taxpayers. Uncompensatedcare would be pickedup underthis
system. So I reallybelieve there are subatantialcoats. I don't know what the
number is, and HIAA doesn't have a positionyet on exactly whet the number is, but
my judgment is, particularlywhen govemment starts estimating, if it says something
is $30-90 billion,you can count on it beingcloserto $90 bilion,or even more than
that.

Some claim that we can get rid of all those coats by simplywringing waste out of
the system. I don't believethat's the case. I think some waste can be eliminated
with a papedessclaim system and a reductionof administrativecosts inthe insurance
industry. I think we're lookingat a broad-basedtax to raisesubstantialmoniesto pay
for this system and to get people covered.

FROM THE FLOOR: Who gets the $90 billion?

MR. ROLl_AND: The $90 billion,I think, goes into the system. Moat of it will end up
in the hands of providersthat delivercare to those people who were not previously
covered.

FROM THE FLOOR: One of the objectivesyou identifiedwas universalcradle-to-
grave portable coverage, and yet the HIAA proposal reallysupports the ideaof
continuing the employment-baseddelivery. Isn't that sort of inconsistent,because
maybe other than LincolnNational, many employersdon't providecradle-to-grave
employment?

MR. ROLl_AND: This is how the HIAA plansto deal with that, and we wrestled a
long time over this one. The first HIAA proposalto come out contained a mandate
directed at individuals. The ideawas that every singleAmerican citizenwould be
requiredto have this essential packageof benefits. It would be an individualmandate
after Congresspassedthe law to requireevery individualto get this coverage. Now
the assumptionwas that those who could not afford to provide coverageon their
own would get subsidiesfrom government. And the assumptionwas that govern-
ment would step up and provide fullcoverage for the very poor.

The more we talkedto peoplein the administrationand others about the individual
mandate, the more we decided it wasn't totally workable, and what we had to do
alsowas move to an employer mandate. The HIAA positionis that individualsare
requiredto obtain this coverage, and all employers will be requiredto offer this
packageto their employeesand pay a portion of the coat. So for anybody who
works, his or her employer will be requiredto offer the packageand pick up part of
the coat. Self-employed people will be required, of course, to do it with their own
resources. Individualswill have the same responsibility,and government will have to
put in place a system to subsidizecosts for those who can't afford it. That gets
everybody covered.

FROM THE FLOOR: It seemsto me that the administration'shealth care proposal
seeksto find a vehicleto get more competition in health care, particularlyfor small
groupsand individualswho don't reallyhave an abilityto impose buying power or a
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way to get insurers and providers to be more responsive. HIPCs are ways, I guess,
to provide a vehicle for small employers to get the leverage that large employers have
today. Is there a part of the HIAA proposal that seeks to meet that perceived need or
what I perceive to be a need?

MR. ROLl_AND: The HIAA proposal recognizes the fact that pooling mechanisms
may make sense. The HIPC is not inconsistent with the HIAA proposal; in fact, we
view it as part of a pluralistic system, but what we object to is making the HIPC
mandatory; forcing all employers, say under a thousand lives, into the HIPC. We
would envision that the HIPCs could develop, and build networks. If they're effective,
they can compete with other forms of delivery and they'll be successful; if they can't,
they won't be. So we envision a pluralistic, competitive system under which various
forms of pooling mechanismsand deliverysystems can spring up. So to the extent
that, if a small employer wants to combinewith other smallemployersin a purchas-
ing group of some sort, that's totally consistentwith our view, but we don't believe
that ought to be the only way that an employer has to buy health insurance.
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